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Abstract. The goal of this work is to investigate and explain recent trends in total yearly snow-depth and maximum yearly
snow-depth from daily data in light of both the current global warming and the low-frequency variability of the atmospheric
circulation. We focus on the period 1979-2018 and compare two different data-sets: the ERA5 reanalysis data and the EOBSv19 S precipitation data, where snow-depth is identified from rainfall by applying a threshold on temperature. On one
5

hand, we show that the decline in average snow-depth observed in almost all European regions is coherent with the mean
global warming and previous findings. On the other hand, we observe contrasting trends in maxima. We argue that this apparent
discrepancy between trends in average and maximum snow-depth comes from the subtle effects of atmospheric circulation in
driving extreme events and the non-trivial relation with global warming: a warmer Mediterranean Sea may enhance convective
precipitation in winter-time and trigger heavy snowfalls. We discuss the limitations of block-maxima indicators and of static
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identification of trends based on regional or grid-points analysis, paving the way for attributing changes in extreme snowfalls
via analogs-based methods.

1

Introduction

Heavy snowfalls can have a great impact on economy and society. In January 2017, a cold spell affected most of Eastern and
15

Central Europe and part of southern Europe, causing the death of at least 60 people: The combination of snowfalls with a series
of earthquake in Central Italy caused a disastrous avalanche that hit the town of Rigopiano in Abruzzo where a landslide swept
and destroyed a hotel, causing several casualties (Frigo et al., 2018). On January 8th, accumulations of 22-23 cm have been
measured in some points on the beach of Porto Cesareo, in Apulia. Inland, snow reached and exceeded 2 meters in height on the
Apennines. Two further recent examples of snowfalls affecting large populated areas are the February/March 2012 snowstorm
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in northern Italy with up to 50 cm of snow-depth measured in Bologna (Bisci et al., 2012), and the winter 2018 snowstorm
Emma, which affected UK with up to 40cm snow-depth in Wales and the disruption of air and rail transportation in London,
Manchester and Liverpool areas (Tonks, 2018).
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Besides their cost in terms of societal and economical impacts, these extreme events are often invoked by climate change
25

denial groups to mystify the public opinion on climate change (Revkin, 2008) and it is therefore important to understand why,
in an undeniable context of climate change, we do not observe a sharp decrease of their frequency/intensity. Indeed, although
global temperature rise has driven an overall decrease of average snowfall in past decades (Déry and Brown, 2007) and this
decreasing trend is expected to continue in future “business-as-usual” emission scenarios (Brutel-Vuilmet et al., 2013), it is not
clear whether the same conclusions hold for extreme snowstorm events. Atmospheric extreme weather events do not always
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have a trivial relation with average global warming (Murray and Ebi, 2012). The goal of this paper is to shed a light on recent
trends in extreme snowfalls, by projecting the recent changes in frequency/intensity of extreme snowfalls on the large scale
(synoptic) dynamical drivers and identifying possible small scale convective thermodynamic feedback.
Heavy snowfalls over large populated areas are often associated to synoptic atmospheric phenomena, namely extratropical
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cyclones traveling southwards in jet-stream meanders (Tibaldi and Buzzi, 1983; Barnes et al., 2014; Lehmann and Coumou,
2015) associated to the disruption of the westerly flow. Mid-latitude atmospheric dynamics is driven by oscillations of the jet
stream (Wallace and Hobbs, 2006). Its strongest winds correspond to maxima of temperature gradients. Cold air is normally
confined north stream and it is mixed to subtropical warm air only through the destabilization of the jet, with a disruption of
the normal westerly flow by disturbances usually triggered by anticyclone wave breaking (Lehmann and Coumou, 2015). This
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effect propagates upward in the stratosphere and can weaken or even reverse the westerly flow in the stratospheric jet-stream,
leading to a compression of stratospheric air, measurable with a rapid warming, up to 50°C in few days (McIntyre and Palmer,
1983). It then propagates back to the troposphere, forcing the jet stream further south and leading to the development of blocking high pressure systems at higher latitudes (Wang and Chen, 2010). Blocking conditions create a dipole consisting of high
pressure structures over some regions and low pressure systems (extratropical cyclones) travelling southward in other regions.
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If these blocking highs become established close to Greenland, cold air from polar latitudes can be advected towards western
Europe, causing extreme snowfalls over UK, France, Benelux and the Iberian Peninsula. If the high pressure ridge is positioned
in the Icelandic region, cold air coming from Russia or Scandinavia flows in the Mediterranean Sea and leads to extreme snowfalls over Italy, the Balkans, Greece and Turkey (Buehler et al., 2011). Since the modifications of the jet-stream dynamics are
fundamental drivers of extreme snowfalls, understanding the response of atmospheric circulation to anthropogenic forcing is
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the first step to track the modifications in extreme snowfalls frequency/intensity and assess whether the changes in frequency
and intensity are due to long term variability of the atmospheric circulation or induced by antrhopogenic forcing (Strong et al.,
2009; Overland and Wang, 2010; Wu and Zhang, 2010; Deser et al., 2017). It is particularly important to determine whether
the mid-latitude flows favour zonal or meridional patterns with changing anthropogenic forcing. It has been so far very difficult to prove any significant shift in the dynamical patterns observed at mid-latitudes (Shepherd, 2014). Existing studies are
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not conclusive enough to determine whether large scale drivers will modify frequency/intensity of extreme snowfalls under
anthropogenic forcing. On one side, Cohen et al. (2014) and Kim et al. (2014) showed that the recent increase of temperatures
in the Arctic is associated to an amplification of planetary waves, affecting storm tracks and leading to enhanced winter conditions. On the other hand, several authors found a zonalization of the mid-latitude flow (Lorenz and DeWeaver, 2007; Chen
2
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et al., 2016; Screen et al., 2014; Faranda et al., 2019) and a minimal or even undetectable effect of the Arctic sea-ice on the
60

meandering of the jet at mid-latitudes (Blackport et al., 2019; Screen, 2017; Screen et al., 2018).
Although heavy snowfalls are driven by the large scale atmospheric circulation, their effects can be greatly enhanced by
local geographic constraints and thermodynamic feedbacks Lüthi et al. (2019). Local features like the Alps in Europe or the
Great Lakes in USA may increase precipitation and provide relevant feedback to extreme snowfalls (Niziol et al., 1995). A
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similar mechanisms exist also for the Mediterranean sea, as recently detailed in D’Errico et al. (2019). The mid-tropospheric
cold winter air advection associated with the synoptic patterns flows over the relatively warmer waters of the Mediterranean
sea and picks up water vapor from the lake surface. This warmer and wetter air rises and cools as it moves away from the
sea towards land areas forming convective clouds that transform moisture into snow. In the mountainous topography of the
European continent, this phenomenon can be extremely powerful in triggering heavy snowfalls (D’Errico et al., 2019). We will
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also consider this effect in driving convection via the analysis of precipitation patterns during extreme events.
The remaining of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we describe the data-sets used in this study and the
difficulties arising in assessing the quality of snow data. In section 3 we compute the trends and discuss the consistence of the
trends among the data-sets. In section 4 we explain the largest trends in heavy snowfalls in light of the atmospheric circulation.
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Conclusions are presented in section 5.
2

Data and Methods

Good quality snow data at synoptic or regional scales are difficult to obtain (Rasmussen et al., 2012). From an observational
point of view, quality observational data-sets exist only at high mountains sites and in regions where snowfalls are recurrent
phenomena. Excellent snow data-sets exist for Scandinavian countries as well as for the Alpine regions (Auer et al., 2005;
80

Scherrer and Appenzeller, 2006; Isotta et al., 2014). Our goal is however to study trends at a European level and to focus on
regions where snowfalls are rare. We have therefore to rely on reanalyses as well as on gridded observational data. In this study
we analyse the period 1979-2018 and use a reanalysis product (ERA5) as well as gridded observations data-set (E-OBSv19.0).
The reference data-set will be ERA5 (C3S), a very recent product by the ECMWF with high resolution (0.25◦ horizontal resolution) and accurate physical parametrizations. For the observations, we use E-OBSv19 (0.25 ◦ horizontal resolution) which
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contains gridded temperatures and precipitations observations (Cornes et al., 2018).
Another problem in comparing snow data issued from different sources is the choice of the variable associated to snowfalls (Nitu and Wong, 2010). Snowfall can both be measured from precipitation (snow water equivalent), or from accumulation
on the ground (snow-depth). Both the measurements have pros and cons. Snow water equivalent (SWE) is obtained by melting
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snow falling inside a heated rain gauge and it is expressed in Kg/m2 or mm. An advantage of using this variable is the accuracy
of the measurement. For obvious reasons, SWE is mostly used by hydrologists as it has a direct connection with runoff and

3
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rivers discharge. Since the snow is immediately transformed into water, SWE does not distinguish between snowfalls which
produced accumulations on the ground or not. The other quantity, namely the snow-depth (SD), is a measure of the snow
height on the ground and it can be affected by several problems due to gravitational settling, wind packing, melting and re95

crystallization. SD is a quantity of interest for its societal impact: large SD amounts correspond the snow to be removed to free
ground transportation infrastructures. In this paper we will therefore use daily SD and express it in cm. We now explain how
to get this quantity from the different data-sets considered in this study.
– For ERA5 [80W-50E,22.5N-70N], we use the accumulated total snow that has fallen to the Earth’s surface. From the
ECMWF description, this quantity consists of both snow due to the large-scale atmospheric flow and convective pre-
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cipitations. It measures the total amount of water accumulated from the beginning of the forecast time to the end of the
forecast step. This quantity is higher than the snow-depth if snow has melted during the period over which this variable
was accumulated. The units given measure the depth the water would have if the snow melted and was spread evenly over
the grid box. We get the snowfall from hourly data and construct the daily SD by summing up the snowfall in intervals
of 24 hours. We chose ERA5 data-set as the preferential one for our study because of its physically consistency and the
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use of advance assimilation techniques for its compilation. Besides the nominal 0.25◦ horizontal resolution, we will also
compute the statistic over the NUTS-2 regions, this scale being the one used by European stakeholders to assess impacts.
– For E-OBSv19.0 [40.375W-50E,25.375N-75.375N] only lands points, we do not dispose directly of snowfall, SWE or
SD data. We have to infer them from daily total precipitation and daily mean temperature data. We apply a simple
algorithm which consists of considering as snowfall all precipitations occurred in days where the average temperature is
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below 2◦ C. Of course with this method we can have false positive as well as false negative events, but we have verified
(not shown) that results on the trends do not depend qualitatively from the threshold providing that it is chosen between
0◦ C and 2.5◦ C. Since we use a threshold of 2◦ C, some of the precipitation would not be snowfall. In order to avoid
overestimation we consider SD only 2/3 of the daily amount obtained.
We now present the climatology for the two data-sets used in this study and focus on two quantities: yearly total snow-depth
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SD (average 1979-2018 in Figure 1a,c,e) and the maximum yearly (block maxima) snow-depth SD from daily data (average
1979-2018 in Figure 1b,d,f) for the three data-sets. Despite local differences, we can remark a substantial agreement among
all data-sets for the two variables considered. We remind that E-OBSv19 data are defined only for land points. The agreement
between the ERA5 and the E-OBSv19.0 data-set is remarkable, with the latter showing generally lower SD, possibly due to
our choice of the factor 2/3 when converting precipitation into snow. Analysing the climatology we remark that, at southern
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latitudes and on the plains, mean and max statistics tend coincide because the number of snow days per year is limited, i.e. all
snowfall is concentrated in one or few events.

4
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3

Trends computations

Linear trends (hereinafter just trends) are computed per decades on both the yearly total SD and the maximum yearly SD.
Results are shown in Figure 2 for ERA5 (a,b) and E-OBSv19.0 (b,d). Figure 3 shows the p-values of the trends multiplied by
125

the sign of the trends. For the yearly total SD (a,c) trends are negative in ERA5 for most of Northern, Central and Eastern
Europe (a), whereas for E-OBSv19.0 some positive trends are observed on Eastern Europe, Scandinavian mountain ranges
and Greece. Overall there is agreement between the two data-sets in Central and Western Europe. The difference in the trends
between ERA5 and E-OBSv19.0 could be due to the over-estimation of snow precipitation due to the temperature threshold
imposed. For the maximum yearly SD, trends observed are generally milder and very scattered. There is however a certain
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agreement in the positive trends over eastern Europe and negative trends over western Europe (excluding Spain) among the
two data-sets.
When looking at the significance of the trends (Figure 3) the picture is rather coherent: for both the data-sets, only negative
trends over Western and northern Europe are significant. This is compatible with the findings of Déry and Brown (2007)
showing that the warming of the northern Atlantic observed in the last decades have contributed to a decrease of snowfalls
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in this region. Significance of trends is however more sparse for the maxima in both data-sets. We do observe fewer negative
and some positive significant trends over the domain considered. This suggests a non-trivial relation between the occurrence
of extreme snowfalls, global mean warming and the internal, long-term variability of the atmospheric circulation.
4

Large scale atmospheric dynamics associated to extreme snowfalls

In order to understand the origins of the trends, we should analyse the events leading to maximum snowfalls at each grid point
140

from both a dynamical and thermodynamic point of view. From Figures 2-3 we have seen that trends are very scattered and
even adjacent grid points can show trends of different signs. This makes the single grid-point analysis almost meaningless as
robust links between SD and large scale fields cannot be identified. We move therefore from the single grid-point description
to an aggregate analysis obtained by averaging the ERA5 data per NUTS2 region. The average is performed on the hourly
data. The same statistics presented in Figures 1-3 are displayed in Figure 4 for the NUTS2 regions. Figure 4-a,b) show that the
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climatology of total yearly SD and maximum SD is preserved when aggregating data. Moreover, coarse-graining the data on
NUTS2 regions also provides a more coherent picture of the trends (Figure 4-c,d). Indeed for yearly total SD, all regions but
Spain and southern Italy show negative significant (Figure 4e) trends. For maximum yearly SD, trends are negative in central
Europe and positive on the Mediterranean regions. Significance for trends in maximum yearly SD (Figure 4-f) is more sparse
but we have several regions with both negative and positive significant trends.
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From now on we stick to the analysis of the ERA5-NUTS2 data. We decide to use ERA5 because snowfalls are produced by
the model underlying the reanalysis and naturally associated to coherent circulation patterns. We discard the E-OBSv19.0 dataset as it does not contain other variables that could hep in tracking the atmospheric circulation, such as the sea-level pressure
or the geopotential height. Sticking to ERA5, we identify the 10 regions having the largest positive and negative trends. In this
5
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section we focus on the intensity of positive or negative trends regardless of their significance. As pointed out by (Altman and
Krzywinski, 2017), statistical testing based on pvalues presents several limitations, and can produce misleading results even
in designed experiments. Here, we privilege the physical complexity of the phenomenon, as information about pure statistical
significance has already been discussed in the previous section. In Figure 5 we show the box-plots of the yearly maxima organized in two different periods (1979-1998 and 1999-2018) for the 10 regions having the largest positive (a) and negative (b)
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trends in maxima of SD. The insets of Figure 5 show the location of the regions with largest trends and the magnitude of the
trends (size of disks). Largest positive trends are located mostly in the Balkans. It is interesting to observe how boxplots and
trends provide a different information: for ITF1 (Abruzzo region, in Italy) we detect the largest positive trend, but the bulk of
the distribution (visualized by the colored bar in the boxplot) shifts instead to lower values. The increasing trend is therefore
largely due to the two outliers. Another example is TR42 (Kocaeli, Turkey), where we have a small trends but a large positive
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shift in the distribution.
We now analyse the relation between largest trends and the long-term changes of the atmospheric patterns associated to
these events. We divide the sample into two periods: 1979-1998 and 1999-2018 and consider three different atmospheric fields:
the daily averaged geopotential height at 500 hPa (Z500) as a tracer of the atmospheric circulation (Jézéquel et al., 2018), the
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daily averaged two-meters temperature (T2M) to account for thermodynamic changes and the snow-depth (SD). We prefer
the Z500 variable to the sea-level pressure because the latter shows a strong variability during these events: when computing
median and mean sea-level pressure fields associated to these events we observe that they do not produce similar patterns. For
each region and each period, we average the fields corresponding to the days when the yearly maxima of SD are observed. We
then subtract the average for the first period from that of the second one obtaining the anomaly fields displayed in Figure 6
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(Z500), Figure 7 (T2M) and Figure 8 (SD). We report the results only for the 10 regions displaying the largest negative
(panels in the red frame) and positive trends (panels in the blue frame). For Z500 (Figure 6) we remark positive anomalies
for regions showing largest negative trends. This implies that circulation patterns associated to recent heavy snowfalls display
higher geopotential heights (weaker cyclonic structure) than maximum SD events in the 1979-1998 period. It is interesting
to note how the anomalies show preferentially an anti-zonal or a blocked pattern, with negative Z500 anomalies generally
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concentrated over eastern Europe. As one would expect in a warming climate, the T2M anomalies (Figure 7-red panels) are
generally positive, except for CZ03 (Jihozápad, Czech Republic). The analysis of SD for CZ03 (Figure 8) indicates that the
area corresponding to positive anomalies is quite limited and that the surrounding regions receive more snowfalls during these
events, hinting to a rather localize effect. Similarly, Gaziantep Subregion (TRC1) shows positive SD anomalies but most of
western Turkey have anomalies of opposite sign.
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For the largest positive trends, we can divide regions into groups with similar characteristics. ITF1 region (Abruzzo, in Italy)
has the largest positive trend and it can be grouped with BA36, BA34 and BA21 (Bosnia and Herzegovina) and ME00 (Macedonia) regions: from Figure 8 we can observe that negative SD anomalies in ITF1 correspond to negative anomalies in the
Bosnia and Herzegovina regions and viceversa. There is no clear geopotential anomaly (Figure 6), nor evident T2M anomalies
(Figure 7) associated to those events. To explain the trends, we can use the results obtained by D’Errico et al. (2019) in an
6
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event-based study of cold and snowy spells over Italy. There, the positive trends in snowfalls on the Adriatic regions were
linked to the enhancement of convective precipitations from the Mediterranean sea, which is warming faster than the oceans
at same latitudes because of its closed geometry (Gualdi et al., 2013). Convective precipitations can be observed even without
a real cyclogenesis on the Adriatic sea, just as an effect of the intrusion of very cold air from the Balkans. For CH5 (Eastern
Switzerland), the pattern of Z500 anomaly, showing deeper geopotential heights over the Iberian peninsula, tends to suggest
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a stronger meridional flux. This pattern can favour large snowfalls on the alpine ridge, thus explaining the positive trend. For
Turkish regions (TR41, TR33 and TR42), a negative geopotential anomaly (Figure 6) is indeed associated to deeper cyclones
leading to more intense snowfalls in the 1999-2018 years. The T2M (Figure 7) and SD anomalies (Figure 8) are negative over
a large portion of the Anatolian peninsula, supporting this picture.
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The last analysis aims at identifying possible seasonal variations of extreme snowfalls. Figure 9 shows individual SD maxima
(small dots), averages (big dots) and average time of the year of maxima occurrence (stars) for the two different periods (19992018 magenta, 1979-1998 black). The angle corresponds to a date of the year in counterclockwise sense. The radius show
SD magnitude relative to the largest recorded value. For the regions showing the largest negative trends (red frame) change
in seasonality of maxima occurrence do not show an evident, common shift. Results are more interesting for regions showing
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largest positive trends (blue frame) where for 8/10 regions there is a shift towards anticipating the maxima. A supporting
physical argument for these shifts could be the warming trend in the Mediterranean sea enhancing, early in the winter season,
convective snow precipitations through the availability of humidity and potential energy (D’Errico et al., 2019).
5 Conclusions
We have analysed recent trends in yearly total and maximum snow-depth SD from ERA5 reanalysis and the E-OBSv19.0 data-
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sets. Even though the two products show large differences in trends, we have identified a robust signal in the general decrease
in the yearly total snow-depth, in particular for Northern and Western Europe. For SD maxima, trends are more contrasted:
negative trends persist over Western Europe, but over the Mediterranean area we identified a certain number of regions showing
positive trends.
This discrepancy between average and extreme SD trends is compatible with future scenarios for winter Mediterranean pre-
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cipitations. Polade et al. (2017) project an overall decrease of winter average precipitations over the Mediterranean sea, but
an increase of extreme precipitations and of their variability. Extremes should be favored by a warmer sea, with a larger variability of moisture and potential energy. They could also benefit from blocking patterns forcing southward movement of polar
extratropical cyclones towards Europe (Liu et al., 2012). Our analysis of the atmospheric circulation associated to maxima
snowfalls suggests that these blocking patterns are crucial in determining heavy snowfalls (Figure 6). From the analysis of 500
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hPa geopotential height patterns in the last 20 years, we observe more anticyclonic conditions over Western Europe associated
to cyclonic conditions over Eastern Europe. This explains both the negative trends over western Europe and the positive trends
over the Balkans regions and Turkey. Even though this could suggest a relation between our finding and the arctic amplifi-
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cation caused by climate change (Vavrus et al., 2017), we stress that the length of the data-sets used is too short to attribute
these trends to climate change and that they could be produced by the inter-decadal variability of the atmospheric circulation.
225

Recent studies on whether these patterns are due to low-frequency variability of the Atlantic circulation or to climate change
are debated (see, e.g., the discussion in Screen (2017)).
This study comes with some caveats. First of all, the trends (especially those on the maxima) depend on the datasets chosen.
Here we have trusted ERA5 because of the high resolution and the consistent representation of snowfalls with the atmospheric
circulation. The lack of longer and highly resolved data-sets for snowfall is a strong limitation and it adds up to the intrinsic dif-
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ficulty of simulating snowfalls process due to their highly non-linear behavior and the fact they involve phase transitions. Our
study also highlights the limitation in the use of a static approach based on the block-maxima procedure for the computation of
trends. As seen for some of the regions showing the largest trends, extreme events are spatially extended over different regions
and they are caused by precise dynamical patterns. These limitations can be overcame by a pattern-based approach, where
heavy snowfalls are identified by analogs techniques using maps of atmospheric variables (Yiou et al., 2013), and following
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their evolution in time.
6
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Figure 1. a,c) Yearly total snow-depth SD (average 1979-2018) b,d) maximum yearly snow-depth SD from daily data (average 1979-2018)
for the ERA5 (a,b), E-OBSv19.0 (c,d) data-sets.
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Figure 2. a,c) Trends (cm/decades) in yearly total snow-depth SD (1979-2018) b,d) Trends (cm/decades) in maximum yearly snow-depth
SD from daily data (1979-2018) for the ERA5 (a,b), E-OBSv19.0 (c,d) data-sets.
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Figure 3. a,c) Significant trends (p-values) in yearly total snow-depth SD (1979-2018) b,d) Significant trends (p-values) in maximum yearly
snow-depth SD from daily data (1979-2018) for the ERA5 (a,b), E-OBSv19.0 (c,d) data-sets.
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Figure 4. a) Yearly total snow-depth SD , b) maximum yearly snow-depth SD from daily data, c) Trends (cm/decades) in yearly total
snow-depth SD, d) Trends (cm/decades) in maximum yearly snow-depth SD from daily data, e) significant trends (p-values) in yearly total
snow-depth SD, f) Significant trends (p-values) in maximum yearly snow-depth SD from daily data for the ERA5 1979-2018 NUTS2 regions.
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Figure 5. Boxplots of the maxima yearly snow-depth (SD) for two periods (1979-1998 and 1999-2018) for the 10 NUTs2 regions showing
the largest negative (a) or positive (b) trends. On each box, the central mark indicates the median, and the bottom and top edges of the
box indicate the 25th and 75th percentiles, respectively. The whiskers extend to the most extreme data points and the outliers are plotted
individually using the ’+’ symbol. The insets show the location of the regions and the magnitude of trends (size of the disks).
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Figure 6. Differences between the geopotential height at 500 hPa (Z500) averaged for the 1999-2018 days of maximum snowfall and the
average for the period 1979-1998, for the regions showing the largest negative (red frame) and positive (blue frame) trends.
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Figure 7. Differences between the 2m temperature averaged for the 1999-2018 days of maximum snowfall and the average for the period
1979-1998, for the regions showing the largest negative (red frame) and positive (blue frame) trends.
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Figure 8. Differences between the daily snow-depth SD averaged for the 1999-2018 days of maximum snowfall and the average for the
period 1979-1998, for the regions showing the largest negative (red frame) and positive (blue frame) trends.
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Figure 9. Seasonal analysis for maximum yearly snow-depth SD. The polar plots show individual maxima (small dots), averages (big dots)
and average time of the year of maxima occurrence (stars) for the two different periods (1999-2018 magenta, 1979-1998 black). The angle
corresponds to a date of the year in counterclockwise sense. The radius show SD magnitude relative to the largest recorded value. Only the
10 regions showing the largest negative (red frame) and positive (blue frame) trends are represented.
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